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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let A and B be finite groups which are non-trivial and not both of 
order 2. It seems likely that every finite simple group S of sufficiently large 
rank can be generated by a subgroup isomorphic to A and a subgroup 
isomorphic to B. 0,ur object here is to show that, provided that 1 A ( and 
) BI are not too small, every projective special linear group and alternating 
group of sufficiently large rank can be generated by a copy of A and a copy 
of B. More precisely, we shall prove the following two results: 
THEOREM 1. If 1 A I( BI > 12 und y is uny prime power, then for ull 
n 2 4 1 A 11 B 1 + 12, the group PSL,(q) has subgroups 2 E A and BE B such - - 
that PSL,(q) = (A, B). 
THEOREM 2. If 1 A I I B I > 12, then for all n > 4 1 A I I B I + 12 the alter- - - 
nating group A,, has subgroups d z A and i? z B such that A, = (A, B). 
The case in which A and B are cyclic is of course of particular interest, 
since it yields pairs of generating elements of prescribed orders. The fact 
that every group PSL,(q) can be generated by two elements, one of which 
is an involution, was proved by Albert and Thompson [ 11. As an 
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ihustration four general method we shall include a short proof that $ 
a 3 7 ihen each group PSL,,(q) car! be generated 17~. an imoiution and an 
eiemenr cof order H - 1. 
The method that we use is rather similar to the one used in an ear-her 
paper [33; indeed a result for alternating groups like Theorem 2, valid for 
ail pairs of non-trivial finite groups A, B not both of order 2 but with a 
bound greater than 4 1 A / 1 B 1 + 12, can be read off from that paper. Th;rs 
our principal concern here is with projective special linear groups. Similar 
methods might yield results for other Chevalley groups, but the com- 
putational details would be formidable. 
No particular significance should be attached to the bound 
4 ) ill )B / + I2 appearing in these results: for large nough 1 A / , / B / the 
bound can certainly bereduced to approximately /AI j B / ) and the correct 
asymptotic bound is probably very much smaller. The more serious 
deficiency inthe results is the restriction that j A 1 / B > 12 in Theorem 1. 
We have proofs that Theorem 1 also holds in most of the remaining cases: 
they are cumbersome, and require a quite disproportionate mount of 
effort We have therefore not included them here. A proof that every group 
FSL,,(qj with II 3 25 can be generated by a subgroup of order 2 and a sub- 
group of order 3 will appear in [4]. 
After stating some elementary lemmas on the generation of alternating 
and special linear groups in Section 2, we study in Section 3 certain pairs of 
faithful representations on a vector space V of two finite groups A and et 
with / A / 2 2 and 1 B / 3 3. We identify A.B with their images in GL( V). It 
will be clear from the construction that A, B are disjoint from the centre of 
GL( V), and we obtain in Proposition 3 a sufficient condition for (A, Bj to 
contain SL( V). This leads easily to the proof in Section 4 that ea.ch group 
PSL,,(q) with ti 3 7 can be generated by an involution a d an element of 
order II - 1. In Section 5 we construct explicitly representations of A and B, 
where /it /6 / BJ and I A I I BI 2 12, which satisfy the condition of 
Proposition 3;and Theorem 1 follows almost immediately. The verification 
that this condition holds is performed in Section 6; it is rather comphcated. 
The reader will find that he can avoid some of its intricacies f he is 
prepared to assume that I A / > 4. Finally in Section 7 we indicate briefly 
how Theorem 2 can be obtained by making small modifications to the 
proofs in Sections 3, 5, and 6. 
2. PKELIMINARV LEMMAS 
If r is a set and r, a subset, we identify Alt(T,) with the subgroup of 
Ah(T) of permutations fixing all elements of r’t,,r9~ The following lemma is 
elementary. 
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LEMMA 1. Letr=r,vT,,1~llerer,nf,#(21andITi133fori=1,2. 
If G is a subgroup qf Symm(T) containing Alt(TJ for i = 1.2, then 
Alt(.T) d 6. 
Now let k be a finite field and let A E kl,,O be a field generator for k. As 
usual, eii will denote a matrix with (i, j)-entry 1 and all other entries zero. 
We identify the alternating group A, of degree 12 with the group of n x n 
even permutation matrices in the obvious fashion. 
LEMMA 2. (i) If n > 4 then SL,,(k) is generated by ‘4, and 1 + Ae,,. 
(ii) Let n > 5 and let S be the stabilizer of (1, .. . . 1) in the natural 
action qf SL,,(k) OH the space k”. Then S is generated by ‘4, and the matrix 
1 + E,e,, - Ae13. 
(iii) Let n 3 5 and let x E SL,(k) be a matrix which does not fix the 
subspace generated by (1, .. . . 1). Then SL,(k) is generated by S and x. 
Proof: Assertion (i) is elementary and well known, and we omit the 
proof. Let n 3 5 and let G be the group generated by A,, and 
1 + Ae,, - JeZ3. Conjugating 1+ Ae 13 - 3Lez3 by the 3-cycle (3, 2, n) we see 
that 1 + AeIz - ,Ie,,?E G. Let G, be the subgroup generated by this matrix 




i > B, 1 ’ 
where A runs through SL,,-,(k) and where the row-vector B, is uniquely 
determined by the condition that the sum of the entries of each column of 
g, is 1. In particular 1 + peIr2 -pe,,,~ G for each p E k; and suitable con- 
jugates of these matrices generate the group of all matrices of S differing 
from the identity only in the last column. Moreover, for each PE k\O, the 
group G contains the matrix A, with (1, 1)-entry p-l, with (n, n)-entry p, 
with (3, l)-entry 1 --p-l, with (3, n)-entry 1 -p, and with all other entries 
the same as those of the identity matrix, since this is the conjugate under 
(2, n, 3) of the matrix g, of G,, where A=diag(p--‘, p, 1, . . . . 1). 
Now let s E S; we must show that s E G. Multiplying if necessary by a 
permutation matrix, we may suppose that s has the form 
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where XE GE,,+ ,(k); multiplying by A,, where p = det x. we may fE:her 
suppose that XE SL,,+ ,(k). Now 
which lies in G from above, Thus s E G, and (ii) is proved. 
We now prove assertion (iii). Write 14 = (I, . . . . 1 ). The hypothesis implies 
that I( and 51.x are linearly independent. Suppose g E SL,,(kj. Ifu and 2g are 
linearly independent there is gl E SL,z(kj with zig1 = u and (KY) g, = ug; thus 
gf ES and xg, gm’ E S, so that g E (S, .u>. If u and ~g are linearly depen- 
dent we find g, E SL,,(kj with ug, = u and (uxt g1 = ugs, so that gt ES and 
xglx-‘,f-i E S, and again we have g E (S, x). 
In order to apply Lemma 2 effectively we Aa11 need the foilowing res;rlt. 
rend such that the block n1atri.v 
,‘I ? 
t 1 0 b 
hzs order p and has 0 column it-hose entries haue sum tzo! eqrai IO 1. 
Prooj: (i) Suppose the result false. Choose k, Id m with k f I and let 
a = 1 -t e,,. Thus for all j we have 
= -r,+6,x r,-&,,r,. 
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Taking j and I distinct, we see that r is a diagonal matrix, and thus 
-rij+r,,=O 
if j# k. Thus r is a scalar matrix and we have a contradiction to the 
hypothesis. 
(ii) If p=2 we set r= -1; clearly r’-2r #A- 1. If pb2 let 
r1 E GL,- ,(k) satisfy 
l+r,+...+rpP’=O. 
By (i) there is a conjugate r of ri satisfying 
C (r* - 2r)ii # Uj, --1 
for some j. Since no eigenvalue of r equals 1, the matrix 1 - r is invertible 
and so there is a unique row vector tsuch that 
t(1 -r)= (2, 0, . . . . 0). 
The matrix (A :) has order p. If each column of this matrix has sum 1 then 
for each j we have x:i rci + tj = 1. Thus for each j 
113~~ = t,-C iir,= 1-C rii-C rti+ 2 rkirij 
1 I I i, k 
= 1 +C (r2-2r)ij, 
and this is a contradiction to our choice of r. 
3. PAIRS OF SUBGROUPS GENERATING LARGE SIJBGROUPS OF GL( P-) 
Suppose that A, B are finite groups such that 1 A 1 > 2 and ( B 13 3. Let V 
be a vector space with basis Q over a finite field k, and let N be a proper 
subset of Q. We consider linear epresentations of A and B on V such that 
B permutes the basis Q faithfully, such that A permutes the set Q\N 
faithfully and such that the space {N) is A-invariant. We also require the 
actions to satisfy the following condition: 
if r is a B-invariant subset of R such that T\N is A-invariant, 
then 17=Q or r= @. (*) 
We identify A, B with their images in GL( V), and we think of the sym- 
metric group Symm(Q) as embedded in GL( V) in the obvious fashion. 
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ProcjJ We use the observation that, if t E Alt(Qj and 5 fixes ea,ch 
element of N, then g” E Ah(Q) for each a E A; this foollows since N and a’.. 4;
span A-invariant subspaces with direct sum 15,’ and since A irddtices 
permutations ofSsi. N
Let I- be a maximal subset of Q such That {x, ,I’, z j< F and 
Ah(s) < (A, B). If /I EB then since zE I-n r:? we have 
Alt(Tu r/I) = (Alter), (AIt(r < (L-1, 3), 
by Lemma I. Thus I’ is B-invariant. We show that r’,,,N is.4-invariant; it 
will follow from the condition (*) that r= R, as required, 
Ler ci EA. and suppose 12’ E r’,,N and 1%’ f j’, :(‘ # s. Then the 3-cycle 
5 = (J. z, tit) isin (A, B) and 5” E Alt(R). From Lemma 1 we have 
Alt ( 4’, z, XX, \t’, 11.x I= (<, ;‘“> d (A, B j. 
and 
so that ~‘2 Er. Moreover the 3-cycle 
is in (A, B), and so (A, B) contains Alt(r’ir {XX, 4; zh.j). En particular 
zx E i7 Thus r’,,,N is.4-invariant, and Proposition 1 follows, 
Now we suppose that 1 Nl = JA / + 1, and specify more precisely the 
action of .4 on <N). Let 2 be a field generator for the field k such tha: 
2 # 0. e choose a non-trivial element cI1 of A and we let p be a prime 
dividi the order of u, . 
Case (a). chark=p. Let xi act w~ith matrix l+-jue,, on (u,,u2): 
where {a,, uz > = N, < N. 
cizse (b). char kfp. Choose r~CL,~,(kj an :E&~~’ as in 
Lemma 3. Thus the p xp matrix 
1 1 
I( 1 0 r, 
has order p. Let {ui. . . . . up 1 = N, < N and let xi act with this matrix oi; 
(Lar, ).
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In each case, we have defined a representation of (c(, ) of degree at most 
I( CI~ )( . Thus the induced representation p of A has degree at most 1 A I. 
Moreover, the induced module is the direct sum of (N, ) and an (c(r )- 
invariant subspace. Since (NI = (A / + 1, we can therefore choose subsets 
Nz and N, of N with 1 N,! = 1 and require that the elements, if any, of 
N\(N, u Nz u N,) are fixed by A, that (N,, N,) affords the representation 
p, that ( N2) is ( CI, )-invariant, andthat ( N3) affords the linear character 
of .4 which makes each element of A act on I/ with determinant 1. Thus we 
have A < SL( V). 
PROPOSITION 2. Suppose that Q\ N has a subset N’ with 1 N’] 3 2 
consisting of points fi.ued by A. Then SL( V) < (Alt(D), E, ). 
ProoJ: Suppose M d N’ and suppose 7c EAlt(Q) permutes N, v M and 
fixes each other element of Q. Thus each of the spaces (N, v M), 
(N\N,), and (QR\(Nu M)) is (a,)-invariant and (x)-invariant, and 
[la,, M;] acts trivially on Q’:(N, u M). The proof now splits into two cases 
corresponding to the two cases in the definition fthe action of A on 
(If,). 
Case (a). Let M= (z+,} <N’ and let 71 be the 3-cycle (u,, 142, ~4~). Thus 
[x,, cr;] fixes all points of 52 but uI, u ?, ~4~ and acts on the space that they 
generate with matrix 
Lemma 2(i) implies that (Alt(SZ), [ol,, a;]) consists of all elements of 
SL( V) having matrices with respect o R which lie in the special linear 
group of degree n over the field generated by ,I*: in particular (Alt(f2), cr,) 
contains a map fixing all points of D but 14 l, ~4~, 21~ and acting on the space 
with these elements as basis with matrix 1 + e23. Thus (Alt(Q), aI ) 
contains a map which has matrix 
on (u,, u?, u,), and which fixes all other elements of Q, and the result 
follows from another application fLemma 2(i). 
Case (b). Let M = {uO, LI} dN’, and let x be the 3-cycle (u,, uO, ~7). 
Since A fixes both v and v7c -I, v is fixed by [cc,, a;]. This commutator acts 
on the space with basis u,,, u,, . . . . up with matrix 
[(S % r).is fi i)] =l+Ae,,-le,,, 
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and since a!1 other points of !2 are fixed by the commutator it follows from 
Lemma Z(G) that (Alt(Q), [or,, or;] ) is the stabilizer in SL( V) of the sum c 
of the elements of Q. To complete the proof ir will sufke by Lemma Z(iiij 
to show that c(~ does not fix the space spanned by 0, or, equivalently, that 
the columns in its matrix with respect to the basis L2 do not have eqgat 
sums. Since both (A;, ) and (Q’,,N, ) are r,-invariant, this wilf o!low if :he 
columns in the matrix for the induced automorphism of (I”v’! > do not all 
have the same sum. However, our choice of r and t as in Lemma 3 ensures 
tha: not every column has the same sum as the coiumn corresponding to
the basis element II L. 
We combine Propositions 1 and 2 in 
n preparation for our construction in Se&ion 5 we prove 
Suppose,fiwther that (M) is an A-invariant m&space qf V, that A pernlutes 
T, and that A fi.ws euerl. point qf Q\(M’u T). Then (xi, zf) peiml;tes 
TV Tp and the commutator [r,, of] ,fi.xes very element of L?.,jTv Tj3). 
ProoJ Clearly TLX, = T and T,6(rf) = Tfl. Suppo’se : E T and I is not 
in T. Then (tP-‘)x,#tbmi so that tjV’~hcfilTand 
Thus tP ~ ! E T, and so t/l- ICY, E T and t(xf ) E Tb. Similarly ifit’ E Tp and 
wr, is not in Tp we have S:X~ E T. Thus T v Tfi is permuted by (1, i ‘rf) 
I~xEQ~,(MuM~u Tu T/3) then x is fixed by both z, and IX? and hence 
by their commutator. If x E M and XCL~ #x then (~15 -‘) rl #x/I -‘, so that 
X/F * E Mu T and x E h4 n (Mp u T/S), and a contradiction ensues. Thus CX~ 
acts trivially on the space (M), and since this pace is (al )-invariant we
see that [LX,, LYE] acts trivially on (M). Similarly the commutator acts 
trivially on (MB), and the result follows. 
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4. GENERATION OF PSL,(q) BY PAIRS OF ELEMENTS 
Let n 3 9 and let q be a prime power. We shall show that PSL,(q) can be 
generated by an involution a d an element of order n - 1. In the construc- 
tion of Section 3 we take 
and N= (x3, xj, x,}, 
and we take k to be the field of order q. Let p be the automorphism of 
I’= (Q ) which permutes X, , . . . x, ~ , cyclically and fixes z, and let czl be 
the automorphism which interchanges 2,,~i, fixes the elements xi for 
j # 1, 3, 5, 7, and acts on (N) as an element of order 2 as described inSec- 
tion 3. Thus A = ( GI, ) has order 2 and B = (fi ) has order n - 1. The con- 
ditions at the beginning of Section 3 are all satisfied, and so Proposition 3 
is applicable. C rtainly atleast wo points of Q\N are fixed by A, and so, if 
(4, B) contains a 3-cycle of the type referred toin Proposition 3,we can 
conclude that SL( Vj 6 (.4, B). Write Z for the centre of GL( I’). Now 
rl f SL( V), and since SL( V) contains /I if n is even and -fl if n is odd we 
have Z. SL( V) = Z. (4, B). Thus (Z. SL( V))/Z is generated by the cosets 
r~ 1Z and PZ. Since .4 and B are disjoint from Z, these cosets have orders 2
and n - 1, and our result -follows. Itremains only to show that (A, B) 
contains a 3-cycle (x,, Y~, z), w h ere xk is fixed by ‘4. We claim that the 
inverse of the commutator 
is such a 3-cycle. 
First we note that if i 3 9 then ,Y; is fixed by both c~i and U! and hence is 
fixed by 7. The space (N) is a,-invariant dcxf acts trivially on this pace; 
it follows that 11 acts trivially on (N) and in particular fixes x3, xj, x,. 
Similarly the space ( ?cq, s 6, -up) is UT-invariant dis acted on trivially by 
c( ,, so that y fixes zcq, .x6, ?cg. Finally it is easy to check that a,~: permutes 
the elements z, x,, x2 cyclically, and we conclude that ;I is the 3-cycle 
(x2, XI, z), as required. 
This proves that PSL,,(q) is generated by an involution a d an element 
of order n- 1 if n2 9. A slight modification yields the result also if n= 7, 8. 
In Section 3 we chose N to have 1 A 1 + 1 elements rather than 1 A 1 elements 
in order to be able to ensure, by the action of A on a one-dimensional 
space (N,), that A < SL( V). In the present case it is easy to check that, if 
A interchanges -7 and xi, acts on (N, ) as described inSection 3, and fixes 
all other points of Q, then A < SL( V). Therefore we may take N = N, = 
(x,, .Y~ ). and argue as above. 
Of course there are many variations. We indicate how one can show, for 
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example, that if II = 2m + 1, where HZ > 6, then each group PSL,{q) can be 
generated by an element of order 3 and an element of ord.er M. V?rite 
and take k to be a field of order q. Let ,t5’ fix : and permute each of the sets 
{s,~: j<m) and (xzj;.jdm) cyclically, and let a, permute z, -‘II, A-:! 
cyclically, fixall other elements of Sz’,, N and act on (N) as an element o:’ 
order 3 as in Section 3. Arguing much as abob -‘e and considering the com- 
mutator [a,, ~71 one can prove that (L4, B) = SL( Y), and the resui: 
fOllGWS. 
5. A GENERAL COYSTRWTION 
We now turn to the case of Theorem 1, in which 4, E are two non-trivia: 
finite groups such that / .4 ( / Bl > 12. Interchanging 4, 63 If necessary, we
mayassumethatj,4)diBl,sothatlBl34,Write/A/=aiisnd/ 
Choose a non-trivial element /?, of B of least possible order and define 
j’=lB: (fl,)I[~I(j3,)/], where [ ] here means %rteger part of.” 
kEhfM.4 5. (i) B has a subset H such zhat I H / =.f ntrd HA HP, = 0. 
iiii J> 2; moreowr if / B I > 6 theta J‘> 3 ad if / 
The proof of Lemma 5 is straightforward; in [iI we may for example take 
H= (pbf’; p E n/r, 0 < i < f 1 (p, ) / - l)? where M is e transversal to t 
cosets p(/ll) of (/I,) in B. 
Let .r: 2 13a + 1) b + 3; this is certainly the case if we havs 
~34 I.4 /j B + 12 as in Theorem I. Thus we may write 
ta= (r- l)Nh+a’b+rf 1. 
where 
Let 52 contain r+ 1 points x,, ..,, J , z, and L’ Pecfcmgkes of points 
xk= :;x;; 1 dida, 1 <j<h) (k 6 c, k f i’ - 1) 
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It is clear what we shall mean by the I’ONS and colunzrzs of the rectangles. 
We write 
Y= (yl, . . . . y,} and x=x’u . ..uP. 
so that Q=Xu Yu (z’, and IQ\ =n. 
We now describe actions of A and B on I/= (Q). Each of the 
(V - 1) a + a’ rows of the rectangles i to be permuted regularly b B. The 
elements of Y are to be fixed by B unless B has elements which induce odd 
permutations inits regular epresentation and the number of rows is odd; 
in this case we let B permute {y,, yr} transitively and fix the remaining 
points of Y. This ensures that in all cases B induces even permutations in
R. For k = 1, . . . . u write Ck for the first column of Xk. Write 
C’ = c’ u (z), 
and for k = 2, . . . . LJ write Ck for the set containing Ck and enough elements 
from the bottom of the last column of Xk ~ ’ to ensure that 1 Ck 1 = 1 A 1. 
Thus 
C”= c”u {xy} for 2<k<v-1, 
while 
p-1 =Cc-‘y {,y~~-~;u’<i} and p=C’u {az.gl), 
We require A to act regularly on each of C’, . . . . p. 
If a = 1 we require A to permute regularly one or two additional sets Ck. 
In this case we have by hypothesis 1 B 1 2 6 and so f> 3. We choose Co to 
contain an element of X’ and an element of X4, and iffa 4 we also choose 
CP ’ to contain an element of XL and an element of X3. 
Write C= (U Ck)\{z}. Our definitions above ensure that each row con- 
tains at most felements of C; thus we may assume that B acts on each row 
so that C n Cp, = 0, and we can choose a subset E of X such that C < E, 
such that En Ep, = @, and such that E contains f elements of each row. 
If a > 2 we define 
w= X”\>(C”/?;’ u C” u CL’/?,), 
while if a = 1 we define 
~=(~“ux”-‘)\(c’~‘~;‘uc~-‘uc~-~pl). 
LEMMA 6. Supposen>4(A((B(+12. 
(i) If a= 1 then 1138; ifu = 1 undf=3 then 1129. 
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and L’+ B >9, 
(ii) We note that if a 3 2 then FV’ is disjoint from ail sets %i’, and tha: 
if Q = 1 then W contains CL’ and by (i) is disjoint from all other sets c’, 
First suppose a= 1. Then r<b+ 1 and / Ffr,,,c”‘! ah+(h-3)-2; and 
the resuit clearly holds since 
(28-j)-(b+ l)=b-620. 
Next suppose a > 2. We can divide the elements of Y into [r,ial subsets 
of a elements and possibly one smaller subset. Thus A can certainly per- 
mute Wu Yin the required manner, with all orbits regular or trivia!, if 
[r/a] + a .S I Wi. fG’* %I, 
We have /R’I>(b-3)a,andso (-i)holdsif(b+I)~a6(b-4)rr, henceif 
jb t 1) < (b - 4) a2. Thus (t) holds if b > 6. If b = 4 then ai has or 
that C”‘$;l=C’/?, and 1 WI = (b-2)a=20. Since [rl;aj < [S/2] =2, i’:j 
holds if 2 + a < 2a, which is the case. Suppose h = 5, so that 
/ WI =(b-3)a=2a>4. 
If [y/a] d 2 then (7) holds if 2 + a 6 2a, which is the case. HI [r/a] > 2 then 
we must have r = 6 and a = 2; thus Y may be divided into three sets of two 
elements, and since IWI 3 4, A can permute CF’v Y in the required manner. 
(iii) Suppose first that a = 1. Each of the rectangles Xl. X5, P con- 
tams S points of E and two points of C, and since in this case / A / i I = 3 
the result follows. 
Now suppose that a > 2. The number of rows in F,X; is (ST- 2) c + g’, 
and so 
IE\Fi =f((o-2)a+a’), 
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Cu {z> is a union of v sets of 1 A 1 elements, and thus 
(Cl =u(a+ l)- 1 and IC\X”I=v(a+l)-1-a. 
It follows that 
Thus if.f> 3 we have 
Finally suppose that f = 2, so that 
But iff=2 then IBI =4 or 5, and a64 since IA\ <IB(. We have 
~zb+(b+1)+1>,(v-1)uh+u’b+r+1=n>4~A~~B/+12 
2(4lAI + l)b+7, 
so that ou+l >4(u+ l)+l. It follows that 037 if a=2 and 026 if a=3 
or 4. Therefore 
vu-4u-u+1314-g-7+130 if a = 2, 
and 
w7-4u-0+1>18-12-6+1>0 if a=3 or u=4. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 6. 
Now assume n > 4 / A ( 1 B / + 12. Let A permute Wu Y as in Lemma 6, 
let N be chosen as in Lemma 6 and let (N) be acted on by A as in 
Section 3, and let A fix every element of Q\( WV C u N u Y u (z}). It is 
easy to see that the representations of A and B satisfy the conditions of 
Section 3. Our object now is to show that (A, B) = SL( V) by verifying the 
conditions of Proposition 3; Theorem 1 then follows immediately. We 
consider the 3-cycle 
For some i and I we have 
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Since x;,i?, E E/T, n X1: th e element x,!! is fixed by A. Thus it suffices by 
Proposition 3 to prove that yE (A, B). As a first step, we consider the 
element 
y1= [cl,, Y:‘l] 
of (‘4. B), and apply L.emma 4 with 
T= WV Yu c’ u {z;, M= Nu (C’. T), jj=p,. 
Since CuN<Eand EnEfi,=@ we have 
Mn~~,=c’n(M~~‘vMLiM~l)=~~ 
and since M d X= X/?, and Y u (z> is disjoint from X we have 
(JTu{~))nih4fi~-~u 
Finally the definition of W’ and the choice of N in Lemma 6 ensure that 
Thus the hypotheses of Lemma 4 are satisfied. We con&de that ;lI acts on 
wu w/l, v c’ u C’/!3l v Yid {I) 
as an even permutation and fixes all other elements of Q. An easy direct 
calculatron shows that 7, p ermutes the elements z7 zx I pi ~ zcli cyclically 
and fixes all other elements of CL 1~ C’/?, u {rr. Thus ;‘- $, acts on 
‘u W/3! u Y as an even permutation and fixes all other elements of 52. 
6. PROOF THAT (,l,B) CONTAMS 1' 
Our strategy now is roughly to consider normal closures of (ri ) in ever 
larger subgroups of (,4, B) until we find a subgroup H which acts as the 
alternating group on a subset F containing (z, ZC(~ Bi, 2~1~ j,, acts as a grotip 
of smaller order on a subset L disjoint from I; and acts tri-vialiy on 
Ri,(Fu L). It then follows that N contains Ah(F), and an particular 
-,P E N d (A, B), as required. 
Define F, = C’u {x,~~} and L, = Wu WlJ, v 17 Suppose I”, and ~j are 
defined. If .j is odd, define 
F ,+I =FjB and Lj+,=LiB, 
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while if j is even, define 
[j+ 1= (F,‘Jw and L,,, = Lj‘4. 
Thus if a > 2 we have 
F,=X'u(rj, F,=X'uC'u(z), F,=X'uX'u{z) 
and 
L,=X"uY, L, = X” u Y u {x;, L}, L,=X”u Yu (.x;;I;k<b;. 
Suppose instead that a = 1. Then we have 
L,=X”vX”-‘u Y, L3=xvJx~-‘u Yv (.?y}, 
L4=x”up--l”x”-2” y, L,=L,u {q,‘}, 
L,=x”“x”~‘“x”-‘“x”~3u y, 
and we also have 
FT=X1u {z>, F,=X’uU (c’;i<2)u {z>, 
so that if f> 4 then 
F,=X1uX'uX3uX4u{z}, 




We set F= F4 and L = L, unless a = 1 and f = 3, when we set F= F6 and 
L=L,. By Lemma6 we have 038 if a= 1, while 1729 if a= 1 and f=3. 
Thus we certainly have 
FnL=@. 
If ab2 we have 
IFI=/F41=2ah+1 and IL1 = IL41 =ab+r+b. 
Ifa=l andf34 we have 
IFI=/F41=4b+1 and IL(=(L,I=3b+r, 
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while if a = I and .f = 3 we have 
Thus 
IFI >/LI,with equality only if~1~2 and r=h+ I. i*: TV $/ 
Now let 2 E A. Since each element of N is fixed by yi we have ;I; E Ait(Q i 
(for example, by the observation at the start of the proof of Propositico 1): 
moreover, since )‘I acts as the 3-cycle (I, xx1 ,&I) x, ) on Fi and fixes a2 
other elements of 52’1, L, and since L, is a union of A-orbits, 7; acts as 
(x. x, ,!I r ~x, r j on F, and fixes all other points of Q ;,,,I. i. Let , be tk 
normal closure of ()!r ) in (A, yl ). Thus N, lies in Alt;fi ‘U L I 1, permutes 
k r, and by Lemma 1 acts as the alternating group on F: 
If j3 E B then Hf lies in Alt(F,fi u L, ,/?), permutes i! 8, and acts as the 
ahernating group on F,/?. It follows that the nor 1 ciosure H, of H, in 
(N,. B) lies in Alt(F, .U L2j, permutes Lzt and Lemma 1 acts as the 
alternating group on F2. 
Let F< = F2‘.,N and let H; be the subgroup of elements of MI fixing the 
elements of F2 n Iv’. Thus if < E Hz: and a E A then 5” permutes Q and fixes 
each point of Q:,,, (ET x u Lza). Therefore the normal closure H, of HI: in 
(HI-, A ) lies in Alt(Q), permutes L,, and fixes ah points of R‘,.. (F; c’ L, ‘P. 
where Fy = F; A. Since 
for each r E A, Lemma I implies that H, acts as the alternating group 
en FM; ; and another application of Lemma 1 shows that the group H, = 
(H; , H,) acts as the alternating group on F’? v F2 = fj, permutes t,. and 
lies in AIt(F, u L;). 
We can now argue as in the last but one paragraph, and conclude that 
the normal closure H, of H, in (H,, B) lies in Alt(F, u k,j, permutes L,, 
and acts as the alternating group on F4. If a = 1 and j-= 3 we find as in the 
above paragraph a subgroup Hj of the normal closure of H, in (H,, .6) 
which lies in Alt(Fj u L,), permutes L,, and acts as the alternating group 
on f;;, and we conclude that the normal closure H, of N5 in ( H5, S? lies 
in AhiF u L,), permutes L,, and acts as the alternating group on F5. We 
set H= H, unless a = 1 and S= 3, when we set H= N, 
Let # be the normal subgroup of N of elements acting trivially on 1. 
Thus N/M acts faithfully on L, so that 
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On the other hand, H acts as the alternating group on F, and so 
It therefore follows from (1) that K# 1 unless a<2 and r = b + 1. If K# 1 
then since K 4 H and H acts as the alternating group on F we have 
K = Alt( F). In particular 
y = (P, zcl,pl, xx,) E Kg (A, B), 
and our result is proved. 
If ad 2 and r = b + 1, a little more attention is required to show that 
Kf 1. Suppose that K= 1. From above it follows that I FI = 1 L I, that 
I HI = I Alt( F)( , and that H acts as the alternating group on each of F and 
L. Let B, be the subgroup of B of elements inducing even permutations in
the regular representation of B, and let R = (H, B, >. Clearly i7 permutes F
and L and induces the alternating group in each of them. Since B nor- 
malizes H we have H= HB, and ) H: HJ < 1 B, I. Thus R certainly cannot 
act as Alt(F) xAlt(L) on Fu L, and so it acts as a subgroup of this direct 
product which has trivial intersection with the direct factors. Therefore B
defines in an obvious way an isomorphism from Alt(F) to Ah(L). In any 
such isomorphism between alternating groups of equal degree the cycle 
types of elements are preserved, unless the degree is 6; this follows easily 
from the fact hat all automorphisms of a symmetric group of degree not 
equal to 6 are inner (see Huppert [2, p. 1751). Thus each non-trivial 
element of B, must fix equal numbers of points in F and L; and since the 
elements of these two sets fixed by the non-trivial elements of B, are respec- 
tively (z) and { ~1,) ... yb+ i , 1, this is a contradiction. We conclude that 
K# 1, and the result follows in this case too. 
7. ALTERNATING GROUPS 
We indicate how the arguments of Sections 3, 5, and 6 can be modified 
to yield a proof of Theorem 2. 
Let A, B be non-trivial finite groups such that I A ) I B\ > 12 and 
I A I < I B I, and let iz 2 4 1 A I I B 1 + 12. -We choose a non-trivial element c~i 
of -4 and a non-trivial element /I1 of B of least possible order, and we define 
representations f A and B on a space I’ with a basis 4 of n elements 
exactly as in Section 3, 5, except hat A is either to fix each element of N or 
to permute two elements of N transitively and fix all other elements of N. 
Thus A permutes Q, and with one of the two actions above we will have 
A d Alt(Q) and therefore (A, B) d Alt(Q). Since the conditions at the 
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Seginning of Section 3 are satisfied, itfollows from Proposition I that 
) = Alit(R) if the 3-cycle 
y= (2. x,p,, x1) 
is in (F!, B). To show that this is the case one considers the permutation 
and argues exactly as in Lemma 4 and Section 6. 
Of course N plays a rather minor role in the argument sketched above, 
and the whole of this proof of Theorem 2 can be streamlined considerably. 
For another, more direct, treatment of alternating roups, we refer the 
reader to [3]. 
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